The following events occurred between February 1 and February 29:

**February 29, 2016**

None

**February 28, 2016**

**Medical Emergency:**
Officers, EMTs, and AFD responded to Merrill to assess a student. The student was transported to the hospital for further care - 0022 (1601-235-OF).

**Fire Alarm:**
Officers and AFD responded to Enfield for a fire alarm. The cause was determined to be an activated pull station; AFD authorized the alarm to be reset - 0032 (1601-236-OF).

**Fire Alarm:**
Officers and AFD responded to Prescott for a fire alarm. The cause was determined to be an activated pull station; AFD authorized the alarm to be reset - 0110 (1601-237-OF).

**Assist Citizen:**
Officers responded for an unknown disturbance. When they arrived they learned a student's comfort animal was in distress and not breathing. Officers attempted CPR on the animal, but were ultimately unsuccessful - 1449 (1601-240-OF).

**February 27, 2016**

**Fire Alarm:**
Officers and AFD responded to Prescott for a fire alarm. The cause was determined to be burnt food, and AFD authorized the alarm to be reset - 1534 (1601-231-OF).

**Medical Emergency:**
Officers, EMTs, and AFD responded to Dakin to assess a student. The student was transported to the hospital for further care - 2132 (1601-233-OF).

**February 26, 2016**

**Uninsured Motor Vehicle:**
Officers noticed a vehicle operating above the campus speed limit. Officers ran the
plates which came back revoked due to lack of insurance. Officers spoke with the operator near the Multicultural Center who was unsuccessful in obtaining alternate insurance for the vehicle, so the car had to be towed as it could not be legally operated - 0917 (1601-222-OF).

February 25, 2016

None

February 24, 2016

None

February 23, 2016

Larceny:
A student reported their backpack and its contents was missing from their room where they believed to have last seen it - 1543 (1601-209-OF). Case Open.

Fire Alarm:
Officers and AFD responded to Enfield for a fire alarm sounding. The cause was believed to be marijuana smoke in the area of the detector. The alarm was authorized to be reset - 2312 (1601-210-OF).

February 22, 2016

Fire Alarm:
Officers responded to a fire alarm in Prescott. The cause for alarm was marijuana smoke - 1051 (1601-200-OF).

Vandalism:
Officers responded to Dakin for a report of a anti-semitic message on a wall - 1417 (1601-201-OF). Case Open.

Medical Emergency:
Officers responded to Dakin, A student was evaluated and transported to the hospital for additional care - 2103 (1601-204-OF).

Larceny:
A student reported a missing bicycle from Prescott (1601-205-OF). Case Open.
Medical Emergency:
Officers responded to Dakin, A student was evaluated and transported to the hospital for additional care - 2151 (1601-207-OF).

February 21, 2016
None

February 20, 2016

Breaking & Entering:
Officers responded to the Kern Center construction site for a report that someone broke into the building. Nothing appeared to have been stolen - 0631 (1601-197-OF). Through investigation, department Detectives were able to identify a suspect who acknowledged breaking in. Case Closed; Referred to the Deans.

February 19, 2016

Medical Emergency:
Officers and AFD responded to Dakin to assist a student. The student was evaluated and was transported to the hospital - 1108 (1601-191-OF).

Medical Emergency:
Officers, the EMT's, and AFD responded to the Bridge Cafe to assist a student. The student was evaluated and was transported to the hospital - 1830 (1601-193-OF).

February 18, 2016

Larceny under $250:
Officers received a report of cash stolen from an office in the Johnson Library between February 12 and February 15 - 1303 (1601-186-OF). Case Open.

February 17, 2016

College Policy Violation:
Officers responded to a report of a student having marijuana in their room in Prescott. The marijuana was confiscated and the incident was referred to the Deans' Office - 1349 (1601-179-OF).
Fire Alarm:
Officers and AFD responded to Greenwich for a fire alarm. The cause was determined to be steam from a shower - 2206 (1601-180-OF).

Trespass Notice Issued:
Officers responded to Greenwich to issue a trespass notice against an individual previously banned from campus by the Deans - 2046 (1601-183-OF).

Criminal Harassment:
A student reported finding an annoying note outside their residence room - 2125 (1601-184-OF).

February 16, 2016

Larceny:
An officer took a report from a student residing in Dakin of missing, possibly stolen medications - 1316 (1601-172-OF).

February 15, 2016

Medical Emergency:
Officer responded to Greenwich. A student was evaluated and refused additional care - 1241 (1601-165-OF).

Medical Emergency:
Officers responded to Greenwich. A student was evaluated and refused additional care - 1241 (1601-166-OF).

Maintenance Problem:
Officers responded to Adele Simmons hall for a report of a pipe bursting. HVAC and electricians were called and on scene - 1241 (1601-167-OF).

Medical Emergency:
Officers responded to Merrill for a medical emergency. A student had fallen on ice and was evaluated and transported to the hospital for additional care - 1953 (1601-169-OF).

Medical Emergency:
Officers responded to Enfield for a medical emergency. A guest of a student was evaluated and transported to the hospital for additional care - 2122 (1601-170-OF).
February 14, 2016

Medical Emergency:
Officers responded to Dakin for a medical emergency. A student was evaluated and refused additional care - 0014 (1601-155-OF).

February 13, 2016

Medical emergency:
A student at Merrill was evaluated and transported to the hospital for additional care - 0234 (1601-150-OF).

Fire alarm:
Officers responded to a fire alarm at Dakin, the cause for alarm was burnt incense - 2158 (1601-151-OF).

February 12, 2016

Damage to a Motor Vehicle:
An officer while on routine patrol observed a branch across a student's vehicle parked in the Johnson Library lot. The branch was removed and an attempt was made to contact the student - 0829 (1601-145-OF).

Medical emergency:
A student at Dakin was evaluated and transported to the hospital for additional care - 2252 (1601-149-OF).

February 11, 2016

Disturbance:
Officers responded to Dakin for a report of a possible altercation. Officers spoke with the parties involved and confirmed there was no physical assault involved - 0105(1601-138-OF).

February 10, 2016:

Medical Emergency:
Officers, AFD, and the EMTs responded to Merrill to evaluate a student who was ill. The student was transported to the hospital - 1131(1601-136-OF)
February 9, 2016:

Medical Emergency:
Officers were informed of a past injury occurring with a guest attending an event at the Eric Carle Museum - 1441(1601-131-OF).

February 8, 2016:

Damage to College Property:
An employee reported damage to a window at Dakin - 0958(1601-126-OF).

Medical Emergency:
Officers and the EMTs assessed a student in Dakin with an injury. The student declined further medical treatment - 2305(1601-129-OF).

February 7, 2016

Fire Alarm:
Officers and AFD responded to Blair Hall for a fire alarm sounding. The cause was determined to be dust from maintenance work being done in the building - 1749(1601-125-OF).

February 6, 2016

None

February 5, 2016

Medical Emergency:
Officers responded to the Johnson Library to assist an employee with a medical emergency. Person was transported by ambulance by AFD - 1027(1601-109-OF).

Medical Emergency:
Officers and the EMTs responded to Enfield to assist a student. The student was transported to the hospital by ambulance - 1815(1601-112-OF).

Medical Emergency:
Officers and the EMTs responded to Enfield to assist a student who was injured. First Aid was provided and the student declined further medical attention -1904(1601-111-OF).
**February 4, 2016**

**Larceny over $250:**
Officer met student at the Johnson Library Loading Dock for a report of a stolen bike. The bicycle was secured to a bike rack with a lock and went missing between 1/28 and 2/2/2016. Officer took the report – 1610(1601-104-OF). The case is open.

**Fire Alarm:**
Officers and AFD responded to Enfield for a reported fire alarm. The cause of the alarm was cooking smoke – 1903(1601-105-OF).

**February 3, 2016**

**Fire Actual:**
Officers and AFD responded to Prescott for a fire on stove top. The fire was out, Facilities and Grounds Electrician responded. On Call Staff responded. Area shutdown until outside service cleans area the next day – 1553(1601-102-OF).

**February 2, 2016**

**Medical Emergency:**
Officers, EMTs and AFD responded to Enfield for an ill student. EMTs and AFD evaluated the individual who signed a refusal of care form – 1755(1601-97-OF).

**Fire Alarm:**
Officers and AFD responded to Enfield for a reported fire alarm. The cause of the alarm was cooking smoke. The panel was reset – 2127(1601-98-OF).

**February 1, 2016**

**Fire Alarm:**
Officers and AFD responded to Enfield for a reported fire alarm. The cause of the alarm was cooking smoke. The panel was reset – 1834(1601-93-OF).